
June Club Run Report – 10 Pin Bowling 
By Richard 

On a brisk winter’s morning we met for some 10 Pin Bowling at Forest Hill. Yep is was about 
2 degrees when we met, so those with heaters fitted had a more pleasant drive than those 
with no heater or perhaps indicators. After a chat outside we headed in for a couple of 
games.  
The club has a range of talent when it comes to the bowling from hack to reasonably good. 
At the hack end one member will be offered a bucket of sand next visit to fill the divots in the 
lane about a third of the way down where the ball consistently landed. On another lane the 
adults share the bumper guards with the kids playing after electrical issues meant the 
bumper guards were permanently on, congratulations go to Jane on beating the scores of 
the remainder of her competitors with the aid of those bumper guards, these were not 
needed or used of course. Early in the second game the lights were turned off and night 
time bowling commenced this resulted in a short delay while Luke Sells, as tactful as always,  
checked to see if some of the older members could see that far in the dark, yep the green 
light was given. Towards the end of the second game boredom set in for me, so I thought 
I’d try two balls at a time, I need to do a bit more work on that as if they hit half way you end 
up with two gutter balls. Chris’s kids asked if they could do the same, however Jane advised 
them wisely not to do anything their uncle does, pretty good advice I think.  
We headed back to the clubrooms for a BBQ lunch and we started off with day old sausages, 
yep there were some sausages from the Bunnings BBQ, they didn’t taste bad either. We 
followed up with fresh sausages and hamburgers. It was a relaxing afternoon sitting in the 
sun having a chat and sharing the delicious slices brought along by Diane Eaton. 
Please come along to Presentation night to see who the winners were, one member scored 
more in each game what others took two games to achieve. He was a gun. 

Members with Earlies:    Members without: 
Peter & Cynthia Charman    Peter & Linda Corrigan 
Ray & Val Daggers     Rob & Di Martella 
Michael, Bill & Brett Delzoppo   Kathy, Luke & Drew Sells 
Ray & Diane Eaton     Chris & Julie Shepherd 
Ray Edsall 
Chris, Jane, Angus, Chloe & Livy Fox 
Richard Fox 
Rod & Sharon Grummitt 
Colin & Margaret Hogan 
Ian & Jane Maclean 
Mark & Janet Waghorn 


